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Abstract
The mixture of choline chloride and ethyleneglycol ((1:3) on the molar scale) is first characterized using density, viscosimetry and
refractive index measurements, in the temperature range 20-45◦ C, with controlled amounts of water. Thermodynamic parameters
such as the activation entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy for the viscous flow are deduced from the data and show that the solvent
is highly structured. A protocol to disperse in this solvent 10 nm maghemite nanoparticles previously synthesized in water is
described. The good quality of the dispersion is assessed by visual observations, optical microscopy, small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS), magnetization measurements, viscosimetry, and light scattering. The results lead to the description of a local viscosity
around the particles, lower than the macroscopic one, that could be the result of the solvent segregation with ethyleneglycol being
mostly present in the close vicinity of the particles.
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Introduction
Dispersions of nanoparticles (NPs) in ionic liquids (ILs) have
drawn recently huge attention. The electrochemical and conducting properties of the ILs can indeed be combined with specific (electronic, magnetic, optical...) properties of the nanoparticles to obtain multiple stimuli responsive materials with
possible applications in electrochemistry, synthesis, catalysis,
separation fields [1, 2].
However, one serious drawback of such solvents is their
price, toxicity and availability. For this reason, deep eutectic
solvents (DES) and related complex solvents can be interesting
alternatives. These liquids are made of a quaternary ammonium
salt (choline chloride in our case) mixed with a molecular hydrogen bond donor (HBD). Since the molar ratio of ammonium
salt in the final liquid is huge, the new solvent is closer to an
ionic liquid than to an electrolyte solution. Indeed, the physicochemical properties of DESs such as negligible vapor pressure,
thermostability, wide electrochemical potential windows, tunability are similar to those of the traditionally used ionic liquids.
DESs can also have the ILs’ drawbacks such as high viscosity
[3]. Since the interest for DESs is more recent than that for standard ILs, data about both the DESs and dispersions of particles
in DESs are still scarce [4, 5]. The complexity of the solvent,
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made of three components (the cation, the anion and the HBD)
makes any prediction about colloidal stability in DESs impossible in the actual state of our knowledge. For this reason and due
to the interesting properties of DESs such as cost and availability there is a huge need for experimental data about dispersions
of NPs in DESs.
In this work, we use a solvent mixture made of choline chloride (ChCl), a widely used, cheap, bio-sourced component,
mixed with ethyleneglycol (EG) as HBD. Thanks to its composition, it is closely related to DES and is sometimes classified among them although it is not an eutectic mixture on
the strict basis of melting temperatures. This solvent will be
named ChEG hereafter. Though somehow toxic, EG is chosen since it can form with ChCl a liquid of low viscosity at
room temperature (around 35 mPa.s at 20◦ C for ChCl:EG (1:3
in mol:mol) compared to more than 1000 mPa.s for the widely
used ChCl:urea (1:2)[6]). Based on the analysis of the conductivity and viscosity, it was shown [7] that ChCl: EG mixtures switch from a dilute salt solution behavior to an ionic liquid
behavior for ChCl:EG composition about 1:4 (20 mol% = 36
vol% of ChCl). For this reason, a composition slightly higher
(1:3 - 25 mol% = 43 vol% of ChCl) is used in this work.
A dispersion of NPs in ChEG could be obtained by direct
synthesis in the complex solvent. This leads to NPs with surface
properties different from the synthesis in water and to enhanced
catalytic properties [8, 9]. However, the nature of the surface
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is not wery well understood and controlled . Morever, it can be
difficult to eliminate the side-products of the NPs synthesized
in ChEG.
Here, we chose a NPs synthesis in an aqueous medium which
is easier, cheaper and already well known. Therefore, a transfer
to ChEG after a synthesis in water appears more advantageous, all the more so since the interface NPs-solvent can be controlled and adapted during this step. The chosen nanoparticles
are iron oxide maghemite particles (diameter ≈10nm), synthesized by coprecipitation in alkaline aqueous medium [10, 11, 12].
Their surface state can be tuned to monitor the surface charge
by changing the pH, or by adsorption of various ligands such
as citrate or polyacrylate. Such particles have already been
successfully dispersed in an ionic liquid, ethylammonium nitrate [11, 13, 14, 15]. The particles being magnetic, the observed stable dispersion is indeed a ferrofluid (FF). The best colloidal stability was obtained for particles coated with citrate or
poly(acrylate), using Na+ as a counterion [11, 15]. The stability
was ensured by the formation of layers of solvent ions around
the particles, providing a steric hindrance to particles approach
[14]. The determining effect of small amounts of water was also
evidenced, leading to enhanced flocculation by destructuration
of these protective layers [14].
In the present work, we transfer similar citrate-coated NPs
(Na+ counterions) from water to ChEG. In the first part, we
detail the samples and techniques used. We then analyse the
solvent - mixture ChCl-EG (1:3) - by measuring viscosity, density and refractive index in the temperature range 20-45◦ C, as
a function of the water content. These parameters are indeed
necessary for the analysis of the obtained colloidal dispersions
in ChEG. A model to describe the results is proposed. This solvent is subsequently used to disperse maghemite nanoparticles.
We assess the colloidal stability by means of visual observations, optical microscopy, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS),
magnetization measurements, viscosimetry, and dynamic light
scattering. Finally, we discuss the results and conclude on the
possible influence of a local viscosity different from the macroscopic one to understand the data.

capillary with a 1.5 mm (resp 2.5 mm) falling ball. The
instrument is first calibrated with reference standard oils N14
(resp. N44) from Cannon Instrument Company provided
by Anton Paar (η =71.29 mPa· s (resp. 19.68 mPa· s), ρ =
0.8249 g/mL (resp. 0.8092 g/mL) at 25◦ C)). Dynamic light
scattering is performed on a Vasco instrument from Cordouan
Technologies, operating at λ = 656 nm, with a temperature
control better than 0.1◦ C. The instrument uses a very thin
film (around 200 µm) and a backscattering detection at θ =
135◦ , which avoids multiple scattering and allows measurements in optically absorbing samples such as ferrofluids.
The corresponding scattering vectors Q values are Q = 2.3
10−3 Å−1 in water and 2.5 10−3 Å−1 in ChEG. The index
of refraction is measured with a refractometer Arago from
Cordouan Technologies at 656 nm, with a temperature control
better than 0.1◦ C. The samples are observed on the micron
scale with an optical microscope (Olympus BX51 with lens
40x/0.6 and camera x5). Small angle X-rays scattering (SAXS)
is performed at the SWING beam line of synchrotron Soleil
(France). Two different configurations are used, giving access
to the Q-range 2.10−3 Å−1 < Q < 0.4 Å−1 . The beam energy
of 7 keV (corresponding to λ= 1.77 Å) is chosen to avoid
X-ray absorption by iron. Standard correction procedures are
applied for sample volume, empty cell signal subtraction and
detector efficiency to obtain the scattered intensity in absolute
scale (cm−1 ). Such data reduction is done using the software
Foxtrot R . Magnetization is registered using a home-made
Vibrating Sample Magnetizer (VSM [16, 17]). The stability
under magnetic field is checked from the absence of diffraction
pattern when the sample is illuminated by a He-Ne laser under
the field of an electromagnet. Above the threshold of stability,
a diffracted line appears in the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field due to the formation of concentrated phase
needles resulting from a phase separation [18].

2. Choline Chloride-Ethyleneglycol (ChEG)
The complex solvent chosen here, based on choline chloride
(ChCl) and ethyleneglycol (EG) is prepared by simple mixture
of the two components at 60◦ C in closed bottles in order to
avoid water uptake. No liquid mixture could be observed for
a molar ratio ChCl:EG of composition (1:1)(50mol%) even at
high temperature and crystals appeared upon cooling for the ratio (1:2)(33mol%). For this reason and according to Abbott’s
criterion to obtain an ionic liquid behaviour [7], we chose to
work with a molar ratio (1:3). The properties of both components and resulting solvent are given in Table 1. The amount
of water in the prepared solvent, determined from Karl Fisher
titration, is 0.2 w%.
Only few data are available in literature (see Table 1), with
scattered values. Our density is close to the results of [7]. However, the viscosity we obtain is much higher. Since the water
contents can be of importance for the viscosity, we investigate
the density and viscosity of the ChEG, in the temperature range
20-45◦ C (Figure 1 and 2, data in SI) for various quantities of

1. Materials and methods
The following products are purchased and used as received:
choline chloride (Sigma Aldrich); ethyleneglycol (Normapur,
VWR); nitric acid (69.5% water solution, Carlo Erba); hydrochloric acid (37% water solution, AnalaR Normapur, VWR);
citric acid (H3 Cit, Rectapur, Prolabo); iron(II) chloride (AnalaR
Normapur, VWR); iron(III) chloride (Prolabo); iron(III) nitrate
(Technical, VWR); trisodium citrate (Na3 Cit, Merck); acetone
(technical, VWR); diethyl ether (99.8% pur., AnalaR Normapur).
Water content is analyzed using coulometric Karl Fisher
titration (Schott TitroLine KF Trace). Density is measured
thanks to an Anton Paar DSA 5000M, with precision 10−6
g/mL and temperature accuracy better than 10−3 ◦ C. Viscosity
of ChEG and ChEG/water mixtures is determined using an
Anton Paar Automated MicroViscometer (AMVn) instrument
by using the falling ball model in a 1.8 mm (resp. 3.0 mm)
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Properties
M (g/mol)
Melting T (◦ C)
Boiling T (◦ C)
Density
(g/cm3 )

Ethylene
glycol (EG)
62.07
-13 [19]
197.3 [19]
1.10988 [22]
1.11004 [23]

Viscosity
(10−3 Pa/s)

17.13 [24]

Refractive
index
Molar volume
(cm3 /mol)

1.4318 (20◦ C)
[19]
55.92 [22]

Choline
Chloride (ChCl)
139.63
247 [20]
decomposition
1.1 [20]
(for 70w%
in water)
-

127 ± 5 [20]

ChCl:EG stored in appropriate conditions to avoid water contamination.
1:3 (ChEG)The subsequent elimination of water by freeze-drying for
81.46 instance is not possible, since EG is eliminated as well.
-8 [21]
1.1367 [21]
1.118 [7]
1.115167*
26 [21]
19 [7]
31.6*
1.456*
71.66 [21]
72.86 [7]
72.53*

Table 1: Properties of the individual components of ChEG and of ChEG at
T=25◦ C except when another temperature is specified. * = this work

added water. Unless a huge amount of water is present in literature samples, this cannot be the reason for the observed viscosity discrepancies1 .

Figure 2: Viscosity versus temperature for the solvent ChCl:EG (1:3) with different water contents (in weight percent).

2.1. Dependence of the density on the water-content as a
function of temperature
Molar volume of the solvent (here, wet ChEG) V slvt can
be calculated from experimental density values ρ for each
temperature according to :
V slvt = M slvt /ρ

(1)

(M slvt is the molar mass of the solvent)
The quantity of water is taken into account in M slvt through:
M slvt = (1 − x)MChEG + xMH2 O

(2)

where x is the molar fraction of water deduced from KarlFisher titration, MChEG and MH2 O are, respectively, the molar
mass of the pure ChEG (table 1) and water. V slvt vs water
content x is plotted in supporting information (Fig. SI-1), for
temperatures between T =20◦ C and 45◦ C. The plots are linear
and can be approximated for each T by :

Figure 1: Density versus temperature for the solvent ChCl:EG (1:3) with different water contents (in weight percent).

The evolution of the viscosity with the water content of
Fig. 2 shows the importance of controlling this parameter.
Indeed these solvents are hygroscopic. We left a vial open to
the ambient air and recorded the mass increase, attributed to
atmospheric water uptake, for several days. The water uptake
is very low (+0.24 w%) during the first four hours. It is thus
possible to work quickly with short opening of the containers
for the necessary handling of ChEG. In the long run, the water
uptake is +13 w% after 3 weeks. Thus the solvent must be

∗
∗
)
V slvt = VChEG
+ x(VH∞2 O − VChEG

(3)

where V∞
H2 O is the partial molar volume of water at infinite dilu∗
tion and VChEG
is the molar volume of pure (dry) ChEG, at the
∗
given temperature T . The y-intercept is thus VChEG
at T . From
∞
the slopes of the curves, one can calculate VH2 O as a function of
∗
T . Table 2 reports these VChEG
and V∞
H2 O as well as that of the
∗
molar volume of pure water VH2 O calculated from [26], in the
3
temperature range explored. V∞
H2 O is smaller by 1 cm compa∗
◦
red to VH2 O at 20 C and stays small whatever the temperature.

1 Another reason for the low viscosity values found in the literature could be
a degradation of the solvent, for example due to a heating at too high temperature, as this solvent presents a thermal decomposition above 100◦ C [25]
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The same decrease was observed for water dissolved in pure EG
[27] and can be attributed to a more efficient packing of water
in the mixture with less H bonds around H2 O that in bulk water.
T
∗
VChEG
V∞
H2 O
V∗H2 O

20
72.840
16.994
18.032

25
73.035
17.083
18.053

30
73.230
17.174
18.079

35
73.425
17.266
18.108

40
73.620
17.361
18.141

45
73.817
17.487
18.178

∗
Table 2: Molar volume of pure ChEG VChEG
(cm3 /mol) , partial molar volume
∞ , and molar volume
of water at infinite dilution in the ChEG-water mixture VH2O
∗
for various temperature T (◦ C). Assuming an ideal mixture,
of pure water VH2O
∗
VChEG
is consistent with a molar volume of 72.0+/-1.5 cm3 /mol at 20◦ C which
can be estimated from the pure component volumes with an imprecise density
of choline chloride.

The expansion of V slvt with temperature can be quantified
with the volumetric isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, defined as αP = (1/V slvt )(∂V slvt /∂T )P . The coefficient αP values
are between 5.27 10−4 and 5.36 10−4 K−1 in the temperature
range explored whatever the water content. These values are
close to those determined for the mixture ChCl/EG (1:2) (5-6
10−4 K−1 ) [28] and a bit smaller than the one of EG (6.4
10−4 K−1 [24]). This indicates that ChEG is a slightly more
associated liquid than pure EG.

Figure 3: Eyring’s plot for the solvent ChCl:EG (1:3) with different water contents (in weight percent). 0% was obtained using extrapolated values of molar
volumes and viscosities to null water content. Values for pure EG are from
[24]. For the ferrofluid, the molar volume is that of the driest ChEG (0.2%
water) with the local viscosity discussed in the text.

is ∆S a . The flow will be easier if its activation energy ∆Ga is
low, e.g., if ∆Ha and −T ∆S a are low (high ∆S a ). These contributions can be determined according to equation (4) supposing
∆Ha and ∆S a are independent of T. Rln[ηV slvt /hNA ] = ∆Ga /T
plotted vs (1/T ) (Eyring plot, figure 3) is a straight line which
gives access to ∆Ha (slope) and ∆S a (y-intercept) (Table 3).
This is applied for each water content as well as for the extrapo∗
lated ”pure dry solvent” using VChEG
and viscosity data linearly
extrapolated to zero water content (data in SI). All ∆Ha values
are scattered around the mean value 29.5 ± 0.5 kJ/mol, close to
the enthalpy of activation of pure EG (30.0 kJ/mol)[24]. This
implies that, for the viscous flow, the formation of an activated
species in the solvent made of ChCl and EG is probably related
to the same kind of intermolecular forces as in pure EG. The
presence of some water does not deeply modify this interaction
energy. It is coherent with a view of the cohesion of ChEG
due to H bonds between all three components (EG, ChCl and
water).
∆S a values are scattered around 28.5 ± 1.5 J mol−1 K−1 (or
- T ∆S a = -8.5 ± 0.6 kJ mol−1 at 298K) for all water contents.
The entropic contribution -T ∆S a to ∆Ga is negative and is about
one third of ∆Ha as it is also observed for pure EG (- T ∆S a =
-10.7 kJ mol−1 at 298K [24]) . The entropy term is high and
lowers the ∆Ga value. However, the solvent, i.e. the mixture of
EG and ChCl, is still a structured solvent that needs to locally
destructurate in order to flow, as pure EG. A more detailed analysis of the contributions of - T ∆S a and ∆Ha to ∆Ga with the
water content in ChEG is delicate since a small experimental
imprecision on the slope determination in Figure 3 (i.e., ∆Ha )
has a huge impact on the y-intercept ∆S a .
This set of data on the ChCl:EG (1:3) mixture provides a
good picture of this new solvent, scarcely described in the literature, here studied within several conditions of water uptake.
Its stability in the long run for T< 30◦ C was also verified by

2.2. Dependence of viscosity on the water-content as a function
of temperature
The temperature-dependence of macroscopic viscosities η of
ChCl:EG (1:3) mixtures (Fig. 2) can be described with Eyring’s
model [29] for each water content as:
η = hNA /V slvt exp(∆Ga /RT )

(4)

with h, the Planck constant, NA , the Avogadro number and ∆Ga
the activation Gibbs energy for the viscous flow. From equation
4, ∆Ga is obtained for each x and T using the experimental η
and V slvt .
In a first step, let us analyse ∆Ga at 298 K as a function
of the water molar fraction x. We obtain a linear function,
which can be described with ∆Ga = -22,9x + 21,5 (kJ/mol). The
y-intercept (21.5 kJ/mol) corresponds to ∆Ga value for pure
(dry) ChEG. The presence of water lowers the activation Gibbs
energy for the flow, i.e., the energy barrier to overcome for the
fluid to flow is smaller. This reduction of ∆Ga can originate
either from a smaller enthalpy contribution (intermolecular interactions in the fluid are smaller) or from an entropic contribution (more configurations are accessible) during the flow process according to Eyring’s hole theory for viscosity.
In a second step, the analysis of ∆Ga as a function of T for
each water content gives the activation flow enthalpy and entropy from ∆Ga = ∆Ha − T ∆S a . When a molecule is on its
way to change location (producing a flow), it must overcome
an energy barrier made of two contributions. First, it must fight
against the loss of interaction energy with its neighbours of the
initial place : this is quantified as ∆Ha . Second, since it is not
linked any more to its neighbours, it gains rotation entropy. This
4

ChEG (1:3) *
∆Ga (kJ.mol−1 )
(298K)
∆Ha (kJ.mol−1 )
-T∆S a (kJ.mol−1 )
(298K)

FF in ChEG *

3.2. Structure by optical microscopy and Small Angle X-Ray
Scattering (SAXS)

21.4

Pure EG
[24]
19.3

19

29.9
-8.5

30.0
-10.7

10.0
9.0

Two samples are compared, in water and in ChEG. As the
aqueous systems have been extensively studied in several conditions and their colloidal stability is well controlled (see for
example [31] and references therein), the dispersion in water is
used as a reference. On the nanoscale, the structure is determined by SAXS. The scattered intensity I is recorded as a function
of the scattering vector Q. For very dilute NPs dispersion, I(Q)
is characteristic of the shape of the scattering objects over the
whole Q range (form factor). For more concentrated dispersions, the nanoparticles undergo colloidal interactions. The intensity at small Qs is then representative of the structure factor
S(Q) of the dispersion while at high Qs, it is still dominated
by the form factor. A dilute aqueous sample is used for the
determination of the form factor. It is obtained by dilution of
the initial aqueous dispersion in HNO3 10−2 mol L−1 . Figure
SI-2 plots the scattered intensity versus the scattering vector Q
in absolute units. Figure 4 shows the corresponding Porod plot
I×Q4 , normalized by the volume fraction φv and the contrast
∆ρ2 , versus Q. The volume fraction is taken from the invariant
of diffusion : φv is 0.061 vol% for the reference sample in water and 1.13 vol% for the sample in ChEG. This representation
I×Q4 enhances the high Qs region and allows the comparison
of the form factors. The curves in water and in ChEG are very
similar, indicating that the same particles are present in both
solvents.

Table 3: Flow activation Gibbs energy, enthaly and entropy derived from viscosity for the ChEG solvent with 0.2% water, for EG and for the ferrofluid in
ChEG. * this work

regular checking of the samples over several months.

3. Dispersions in ChEG
The dispersions are produced by transfer of the NPs from
water, solvent used for their synthesis, to ChEG. When a black
liquid is obtained as seen by eye, it has to be analyzed further
to evaluate the quality of the dispersion and its nanostructure.
Micrometric structure is analyzed by optical microscopy. If the
dispersion is homogeneous at this scale, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), magnetization measurements and dynamic light
scattering (DLS) are used.
3.1. Preparation of the dispersions
Iron oxide nanoparticles are synthesized by a routine process of coprecipitation of ferric and ferrous iron ions in alkaline aqueous medium [10, 11, 12]. It produces magnetite (Fe3 O4 ) nanoparticles then fully oxidized to maghemmite
(γFe2 O3 ) which is chemically stable. Final dispersed nanoparticles with a diameter of the order of 10 nm are obtained in acidic
aqueous medium (pH = 1.5). At this stage, the surface charge
is positive (Fe-OH+2 ) and counterbalanced by NO−3 anions. The
volume fraction of the NPs in the aqueous stock solution is Φv =
2.25v%, as deduced from the determination of the iron content
by Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy and using a density
of 5g/cm3 for maghemite. Before their transfer to ChEG, the
surface of the particles is covered by citrate ions, using the procedure described in [30]. Briefly, citric acid (H3 Cit) is added
to the acidic dispersion which leads to flocculation. HNO3 is
then removed by repeated additions/ removals of H3 Cit at 0.020
mol/L. The pH is then increased between 7.0 and 7.5 by addition of NaOH. The final particles are thus covered with citrate
ions, Na+ being the positively charged counterions. This dispersion of citrate-coated NPs will be referred to as ”aqueous
dispersion” from now on.
If the particles are to be transferred in the ChEG, the aqueous
dispersion is first flocculated by addition of acetone, washed 3
times by mixtures of acetone:water (9:1) and once by ether. After the removal of the ether, the desired amount of ChEG is added, and the dispersion is gently heated to remove any residual
organic solvent.The dispersion is then centrifuged 10 minutes at
4000 rpm to get rid of the remaining few undispersed particles.

Figure 4: Porod (I×Q4 ) representation of SAXS data, in absolute unit. ( red
crosses) Bare particles in aqueous HNO3 (pH = 2) : Φv = 0.061v% (purple
triangles) Citrate-coated particles in ChEG : Φv = 1.13v%. Fits were obtained
with a lognormal distribution for the sizes of the particles. See text for details.

At such a low concentration of NPs in water, we can assume
that the interparticle interactions are negligible. We adjust the
curve I(Q) with a form factor of polydisperse spheres and a lognormal distribution. The scattering length densities ρ necessary
to calculate the contrast ∆ρ2 are known (NPs : 40.6 1010 cm−2 ;
5

water 9.3 1010 cm−2 ; ChEG 10.2 1010 cm−2 ) therefore the only
parameters are the median diameter dS AXS and the polydispersity σS AXS . We use the software provided by the NIST 2 to
model the experimental curves [32]. The fits are performed in
the I×Q4 representation (Figure 4). Good fits are obtained in
water for dS AXS = 6.0 nm, σ = 0.43 and in ChEG for dS AXS =
6.0 nm, σ= 0.40. These results confirm that the size distribution is little affected by the solvent transfer. The quality of the
fit is poorer at small Q values, indicating the presence of some
aggregates in both cases (Figure SI-2).
The colloidal stability in ChEG means that some interparticular repulsions are present to counterbalance the van der
Waals attraction. Information can be gained on the interactions
from the scattered intensity at small Qs. The structure factor
of the ChEG dispersion is calculated using the diffractogram
in water (i.e., at very low concentration) as form factor :
S (Q) = [IChEG (Q)/φv,ChEG ]/[Iwater (Q)/φv,water ]. Indeed, we
know from previous studies that interparticular interactions in
water are negligeable at this φ [33]. It is reported on figure 5.
It presents an initial value S(0) lower that 1 and no structure
peak at larger Qs, which is indicative of short range repulsions.
The order of magnitude of the repulsion is similar to what was
observed with the same kind of particles (maghemite covered
with citrate, Na+ counterions) dispersed in the ionic liquid
ethylammonium nitrate [11].

temperature. Above this threshold, the destabilization occurs
in a few ten minutes. Therefore, the magnetization versus
magnetic field is determined using a sequence in high fields as
quick as possible in order not to destabilize the system during
the measurement. The curves, plotted in Figure 6, can be
fitted with the Langevin’s equation coupled with a lognormal
distribution of NP diameters [34]. We get here 314 kA/m for
the magnetization of the material, do = 7.1 nm and σ= 0.38
for the sample in water and do = 6.8 nm and σ= 0.35 for the
sample in ChEG. This distribution in ChEG is thus very close
to the initial distribution in water. It means that only few large
particles are removed during the transfer in ChEG, as was
already concluded from the SAXS measurements.

Figure 6: Normalized magnetization versus magnetic field for the samples in
water (squares) and ChEG (circles).

3.4. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
Much more accessible than SAXS, DLS is a laboratory experiment which enables studies with temperature, as well as aging
and reversibility exploration. The light scattered by the sample
is recorded versus time and an autocorrelation function is calculated. It measures how fast a NPs forgets its initial position
thus giving access to a diffusion coefficient, which can be interpreted using appropriate models. Here, the measured intensity
autocorrelation function g2 (t) is converted into the field autocorrelation g1 (t) function using : g1 (t) = [g2 (t)]1/2 - offset. The
function g1 (t) of the studied samples can be fitted with a stretched exponential g1 (t) = A × exp[−(t/τ)β ] and an exponent β
close to 1, however not perfectly, especially at long times. Henceforward, we choose (i) to fit the curves for times corresponding to g1 (t) > 0.1, without taking into account the tail which is
less reliable, (ii) to use a mono-exponential, i.e., β= 1, in order
to reduce the number of fitting parameters to only one. This
corresponds to the simplest analysis, with a monodisperse population. The characteristic time τ is related to the translational
diffusion coefficient Dt = (τQ2 )−1 .

Figure 5: Structure factor S(Q) of the dispersion in ChEG at Φv = 1.13v% ,
using the diffractogramme in water as form factor

3.3. Magnetization measurements
As the NPs are magnetic, the analysis of the magnetization
curve of the dispersions can give information on the size
distribution. However, the stability under field is checked first:
both samples are stable up to 1350 Oe= 108 kA m−1 at room
2 NIST
: National Institute of Standards and
https://www.ncnr.nist.gov/programs/sans/data/red anal.html
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, η0 the local solvent shear viscosity.
Since Dt is obtained by DLS as an intensity average, the corresponding hydrodynamic diameter obtained through equation
5 is a mean value defined as dH =< d6 > / < d5 > [35]. It can
be compared to the value calculated from the lognormal distribution obtained from SAXS, dcalc
H . In the case of the aqueous
FF-sample, using for η0 the macroscopic viscosity of water in
Eq. 5, we obtain dcalc
H =17.0 nm in reasonable agreement with
the DLS experimental results dH =25 nm (see Table 4). The
DLS value is indeed somehow higher due to the presence of
small aggregates (see SAXS section).
However in the case of the ChEG FF-sample, this agreement
fails if η0 is assimilated to the ChEG macroscopic viscosity in
Eq. 5. The apparent diameter dapp
H is then found much smaller than dcalc
.
Moreover,
the
size
is unexpectedly temperature
H
dependent.
Several arguments can be put forward to explain these observations. (i) A much lower polydispersity in the ChEG-FF
sample could be an explanation, however not consistent with
the SAXS results. (ii) Interparticle interactions could modify
the apparent diffusion coefficient in the ChEG FF-sample, however the observed size decrease would correspond to a strong
repulsion which is not compatible with SAXS data. (iii) A bad
evaluation of the refractive index could be put forward, however
the refractive indexes of liquids usually range roughly between
1.3 and 1.5 and their variation cannot explain such a large difference. (iv) The viscosity is not correct. Indeed, viscosity highly
depends on the solvent composition. However a macroscopic
water pollution cannot explain the results as a huge amount of
water (more than 20% ) would be necessary to induce such a
large decrease of the macroscopic viscosity.
The only possibility in this ChEG-FF sample, is thus a lower
local viscosity around the NPs than the macroscopic ChEG viscosity. A direct comparison of the diffusion coefficients is presented in Figure 7. It plots the temperature-dependence of the
experimental diffusion coefficients DChEG
t,exp and compares them
with calculated values, using the sample in water at 25◦ C as
H2 O
H2O
ChEG
a reference : DChEG
t,calc = Dt,exp (25) × ηmacro (25)/ηmacro (T ). The
same can be done to estimate the diffusion coefficient of the parH2 O
EG
H2O
EG
ticles in pure EG : Dt,calc
= Dt,exp
(25) × ηmacro
(25)/ηmacro
(T ).
Figure 7 shows that neither the macroscopic value of the viscosity of ChEG nor that of EG can reproduce the experimental data. A local viscosity is thus necessary around the particles to assess for the diffusion results. It can be determined
H2 O
H2O
ChEG
through ηChEG
local (T ) = Dt,exp (25)/Dt,exp (T ) × ηmacro (25) (see Table 4). We observe that this local viscosity is much lower than
the macroscopic one and presents a less pronounced temperature dependance.

Figure 7: Diffusion coefficients Dt from DLS measurements. Points : experiexp
mental values Dt,ChEG in ChEG at various T. Dashed line : calculated values
calc
Dt,ChEG using the measured viscosities of ChEG. Solid line : calculated values
Dcalc
t,EG using the viscosity of pure EG .

The DLS measurements in ChEG are performed on the same
sample as SAXS at different temperatures , 25◦ C, 35◦ C and
45◦ C, for which macroscopic ChEG viscosities are known. As
shown in Table 4 (and Figure 7), the diffusion coefficient Dt
increases with temperature, in a reproducible manner, even for
6 months old samples for which no evolution is seen, and going
back to its value at 25◦ C after a cycle 25◦ C - 45◦ C - 25◦ C.
Solvent
T (◦ C)
Dt,exp
(m2 s−1 )
ηmacro
(mPa.s)
dapp
H (nm)
ηlocal from
DLS (mPa.s)

Water
25
1.92
10−11
0.89

ChEG
25
1.43
10−12
31.6

ChEG
35
1.65
10−12
21.6

ChEG
45
1.97
10−12
14.5

25.5

9.6
12

12.4
10.7

16.8
9.2

Table 4: Experimental diffusion coefficients Dt,exp , macroscopic viscosities
ηmacro , corresponding hydrodynamic diameter dH . Viscosities ηlocal are determined from DLS for the samples with the hypothesis that dH = 25.5 nm for
all T in ChEG.

4. Discussion
4.1. Hydrodynamic NP diameter and local viscosity in the
ChEG-FF sample

4.2. Analysis of the temperature-dependence and origin of the
local viscosity in the ChEG-FF sample
The analysis with the model of Eyring of the temperature
dependence of the local viscosity, considering that the molar
volume of the solvent is unaffected by the presence of the
particles, gives contributions to the flow Gibbs energy very
different from those of pure ChEG (Figure 3 and Table 3). If at

When interparticle interaction is negligible, the translational
diffusion coefficient Dt is related to the hydrodynamic diameter
dH by the Stokes Einstein’s equation
Dt =

kB T
3πη0 dH

(5)
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298K the Gibbs energy value ∆Ga is similar in the ChEG-FF
and in the complex solvent (around 19 kJ/mol), its splitting
into enthalpy ∆Ha and entropy ∆S a is completely modified.
Indeed, ∆Ha is lowered from 30 to 10 kJ/mol while - T ∆S a
changed sign from -8.5 kJ/mol to + 9 kJ/mol. This implies that
the particles deeply modify the solvent organization around
them, both from the solvent-solvent interaction point of view
(a decrease of ∆Ha means that a lower number of interactions
between solvents molecules must be modified for the fluid
to flow) and from the entropic point of view (higher - T ∆S a
means that the movement of a solvent entity implies a loss of
accessible configurations).

To go further, quantitative macroscopic viscosity measurements, difficult as samples are black and hygroscopic, would
be interesting to compare to microscopic viscosities. Also parallel SAXS measurements as a function of temperature would
enable to get a clear picture of the local behavior of the samples.
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Ionic liquids are known to be strongly organized in hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains [36] and the DES made
of choline chloride-urea was recently shown to be highly
structured through H-bonds implying all its three components
(Cl-, Cholinium, urea) [37]. By analogy with ChCl-urea,
ChCl-EG can be assumed structured. In such a structured
solvent, the nanoparticles can preferentially accommodate
one of the solvent components and disturb the network. In
this case, the viscosity experienced by the particles is not the
macroscopic viscosity of the solvent, but the local viscosity of
the surrounding fluid in that domain. In our case, this local
viscosity is much lower than the macroscopic one, our results
suggesting that the less viscous fluid, ethyleneglycol, directly
surrounds the particles.
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